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ABSTRACT

We study the evolution of kinematically-defined stellar discs in 10 Fornax-like clusters identified in the TNG50 run from
the IllustrisTNG suite of cosmological simulations. We considered disc galaxies with present-day stellar mass M? ≥ 3 × 108

M� and follow their evolution since first entering their host cluster. Very few stellar discs survive since falling in such dense
environments, ranging from 40% surviving to all being disrupted. Such survival rates are consistent with what reported earlier for
the two more massive, Virgo-like clusters in TNG50. In absolute terms, however, the low number of present-day disc galaxies
in Fornax-like clusters could be at odds with the presence of three edge-on disc galaxies in the central regions of the actual
Fornax cluster, as delineated by the Fornax3D survey. When looking at the Fornax analogues from random directions and with
the same selection function of Fornax3D, the probability of finding three edge-on disc galaxies in any one Fornax-like cluster in
TNG50 is rather low, albeit not impossible. We also compared the stellar-population properties near the equatorial plane derived
from integral-field spectroscopy for the three edge-ons in Fornax to similar line-of-sight integrated values for present-day disc
galaxies in TNG50. For one of these, the very old and metal-rich stellar population of its disc cannot be matched by any the disc
galaxies in TNG50, including objects in the field. We discuss possible interpretations of these findings, while pointing to future
studies on passive cluster spirals as a way to further test state-of-the-art cosmological simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, many efforts have been made to understand
the role of galactic environment in the formation and evolution of
galaxies. Many studies have indeed shown that galaxies in dense
environments such as clusters follow distinct formation and evolu-
tionary paths from those galaxies in the field, resulting in greater
fractions of early-type galaxies, redder colours and lower rates of

? E-mail: pgalandeanta01@qub.ac.uk

star formation compared to field galaxies (Dressler 1980; Balogh
et al. 2004; Hogg et al. 2004; Kauffmann et al. 2004; Alpaslan et al.
2015). As galaxies can and do transit from low to high-density envi-
ronments over time, a number of mechanisms have been proposed to
account for both morphological changes and the quenching of star
formation. These include galaxy mergers (Barnes & Hernquist 1996;
Makino & Hut 1997; Angulo et al. 2009) and interactions (Moore
et al. 1996, 1998) for the former and ram-pressure stripping (Gunn
& Gott III 1972; Abadi et al. 1999; Yun et al. 2019) of atomic gas
by the cluster X ray-emitting gas for the latter, with the activity of
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central supermassive black holes also playing a part in preventing
the cooling of the hot cluster atmospheres (e.g. Fabian et al. 2011).
The relative importance of these and other mechanisms across the
entire range of cluster environments and galaxy mass is not well es-
tablished, however.

In this respect, focusing on the formation and evolution of the
dynamically-cold and thin stellar discs in galaxies proves to be
very informative, since indeed stellar discs are the natural result
of star-formation activity and conversely can be significantly dis-
rupted by mergers and interactions. From a theoretical standpoint,
Joshi et al. (2020, hereafter J20) followed for the first time in fully-
cosmological hydrodynamical galaxy simulations the formation and
evolution of disc satellite galaxies to understand the impact of cluster
environments on galaxy morphology. More specifically, they made
use of the TNG50 and TNG100 runs (Marinacci et al. 2018; Naiman
et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018b; Springel et al. 2018; Nelson et al.
2018; Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019b) of the IllustrisTNG
cosmological simulation, to track the evolution of disc stellar struc-
tures in Virgo-like clusters since they entered such host environ-
ments. By monitoring the fraction of stars in high-circularity or-
bits, they traced changes in the morphology of cluster disc galaxies,
showing that the loss of cold stellar orbits comes with star forma-
tion quenching, gas removal, dark matter loss, and decrease in stellar
mass and is due to tidal shocking at pericenters.

Environmental effects on satellite evolution are generally seen, in
both observations and simulations, to vary between clusters of differ-
ent total mass (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Blanton et al. 2005; Alpaslan
et al. 2015), in particular as regards the relative role of gravitational
and hydrodynamical processes. For instance, as pointed out by Serra
et al. (2016), in less-massive but more common group-mass hosts,
gravitational interactions are expected to be more common, since
galaxies move at relatively lower velocities compared to the case of
galaxies in high-mass, high velocity-dispersion clusters. However,
fast-moving galaxies are expected to suffer more the impact of ram-
pressure stripping. Thus in Fornax-like clusters we may expect stel-
lar thin-disc morphologies to be more likely to be disrupted than in
more massive Virgo- or Coma-like clusters, but we may also expect
satellites to be able to hold on to their gas reservoirs and to form
stars for longer times since entering the cluster.

From an observational point of view, the nearby Fornax clus-
ter offers an ideal laboratory to investigate the environmental im-
pact on galaxy evolution and in particular on their disc compo-
nents. This cluster environment is the second most massive cluster
within 20 Mpc (after Virgo cluster) with a virial mass and radius of
M200c = 7 × 1013 M� and R200c = 0.7 Mpc (Drinkwater et al. 2001),
respectively. The distance towards Fornax cluster has been estab-
lished to be at 19.8 Mpc according to the last estimates (Blakeslee
et al. 2009; Blakeslee et al. 2010; Spriggs et al. 2021). The Fornax
cluster has indeed been extensively studied (Hodge 1978; Loewen-
stein et al. 1993; Graham et al. 1998; Drinkwater et al. 2001; Kar-
ick et al. 2003), including the use of integral-field spectroscopic data
such as the early work of Scott et al. (2014) on the dynamics of early-
type galaxies in this cluster or the more comprehensive magnitude-
limited study of galaxies inside the virial radius of Fornax by the
Fornax3D (F3D) project (Sarzi et al. 2018; Iodice et al. 2019). In
particular, the F3D study of Pinna et al. (2019a,b, hereafter P19a,b)
explored the kinematics and stellar populations of three edge-on disc
galaxies: IC 1963 (FCC 153), NGC 1381 (FCC 170), and NGC
1380A (FCC 177). The analysis made in P19a,b were later com-
plemented by Poci et al. (2021) who produced orbit-superposition
dynamical and stellar-population models for the three edge-on For-
nax galaxies that allowed to reconstruct their star-formation history.

In addition, Martín-Navarro et al. (2021) explored the initial mass
function of these and other Fornax galaxies. Such studies make these
three edge-on disc galaxies particularly interesting for the purpose
of testing the predicted evolution of stellar discs in the context of
cosmological simulations.

In the present work, we utilise the highest-resolution run of Il-
lustrisTNG, TNG50 (Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019b), to
study the effects that Fornax-like clusters exert on galaxies primarily
dominated by a stellar disc component. This is done in the context
of a state-of-the-art cosmological large-volume simulation, to test it
and to establish similarities between simulated cluster satellites and
the three observed Fornax edge-on discs. TNG50 is the only simula-
tion currently available (and publicly available: Nelson et al. 2019a)
that follows the evolution of more than a few Fornax-mass like clus-
ters while simultaneously resolving the inner structures of galaxies
with baryonic mass resolution of . 105 M� and spatial resolution of
the order of ∼ 100 pc.

This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present an
overview of the used observational data along with a description of
TNG50 and the followed procedure to make our analysis; Section 3
presents the analysis on the survival rates of Fornax thin-discs and its
comparison with Virgo-like clusters; in Section 4 we discuss about
the alignment of thin-disc galaxies with respect to the line-of-sight
(LoS) in simulated Fornax clusters; in Section 5 we make a discus-
sion about stellar populations in TNG50 disc galaxies and compare
with their real counterparts in Fornax cluster; finally in Section 6 we
give our conclusions.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND SIMULATIONS

In this section we explain the observational data used to compare
with the disc galaxies found in TNG50 along with a brief summary
of the IllustrisTNG simulations, and in particular its highest reso-
lution run TNG50. We also explain the procedure followed in this
study to identify Fornax analogues, disc galaxies in the analogues
and how to get all physical quantities we use in the paper.

2.1 The Fornax cluster

We retrieve observational data of Fornax galaxies from the MUSE
integral-field unit installed at Very Large Telescope (VLT) on the
UT4. This data is part of the Fornax3D project as explained in Sarzi
et al. (2018) and Iodice et al. (2019). In particular, throughout the
paper we focus on the three edge-on discs in Fornax: FCC 153,
FCC 170, and FCC 177 (IC 1963, NGC 1381, and NGC 1380A, re-
spectively). These targets host thin-disc components recently studied
in dynamical models (Poci et al. 2021), which exhibit old metal-rich
stellar populations extended towards the kpc-scale galactic disc as
shown in P19a,b and more recently in Martín-Navarro et al. (2021).
The fundamental properties of the galaxies are tabulated on Table 1.

The MUSE datacubes were obtained using the wide-field mode
with a spatial sampling of 0.2′′ × 0.2′′ over a 1′ × 1′ field of view.
For MUSE, the wavelength range is between 4650 and 9300 Å with
a spectral sampling of 1.25 Å pixel−1 and with an average spectral
resolution FWHMint = 2.8 Å. Each one of these three galaxies was
covered by two pointings: a central pointing and an offset pointing
that covers the outer disc and halo region of the targets. The dat-
acubes are extensively described in Sarzi et al. (2018) and Iodice
et al. (2019).

The stellar populations of FCC 153, FCC 170 and FCC 177 were
explored in both P19a,b and Martín-Navarro et al. (2021) using two
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The survival of stellar discs in Fornax-like environments 3

Table 1. Fundamental observational properties of the three edge-on disc
galaxies of Fornax cluster.

Galaxy mr [mag] M? [1010 M�] Re [kpc] d [Mpc] dclus [Mpc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

FCC 153 11.70 0.76 1.15 21.73+1.44
−1.66 1.827

FCC 170 10.99 2.25 1.45 19.57+1.45
−1.38 0.407

FCC 177 11.80 0.85 1.47 17.80+1.88
−1.95 2.166

Notes. (1) Galaxy name (of Fornax Cluster Catalog); (2) apparent
magnitude in SDSS r-band from Iodice et al. (2019) Table 1; (3) total stellar

mass from Iodice et al. (2019); (4) effective radius in kpc from Ferguson
(1989) in the B band; (5) line-of-sight distance towards the galaxy from PNe

distance measurements from Spriggs et al. (2021). The distance of the
center of the Fornax from us is estimated at 19.8 Mpc (Spriggs et al. 2021);

distance with respect to the central galaxy of Fornax NGC 1399 as
estimated in Spriggs et al. (2021) using PNe.

different approaches to obtain 2D maps of the stellar populations of
the underlying stars along the regions inside 4Re of the targets. In
particular, we make use of the retrieved stellar population analysis
made in P19a,b. In these complementary studies, they make use of
the Penalized Pixel-Fitting method (pPXF Cappellari & Emsellem
2004; Cappellari 2017) based on a penalised likelihood approach.
This routine permits to determine the line-of-sight velocity distribu-
tion parameters by using Gauss-Hermite expansion series to fit the
spectra with a set of stellar population templates. In particular, the
full-spectral fitting permits to extract both stellar ages and metallic-
ities through the weights assigned to each individual stellar popu-
lation model. P19a,b use the MILES stellar library based on BaSTI
isochrones (described in Vazdekis et al. 2015) with each single stel-
lar population corresponding to a combination of stellar ages and
metallicities that can be averaged with the weights to infer these
properties from each galaxy spectra.

2.2 The TNG50 simulation

We use the publicly-available output (Nelson et al. 2019a) of the
cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulation called TNG501

(Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019b). This is the highest res-
olution run of the IllustrisTNG project and encompasses a periodic
volume of (35 h−1 Mpc)3. The other flagship runs of IllustrisTNG
include TNG300, which covers a volume of (205 h−1 Mpc)3, and
TNG100 (75 h−1 Mpc)3.

TNG50 is based on the ΛCDM cosmology with cosmological pa-
rameters from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016, density parame-
ters Ωm = 0.3089, ΩΛ = 0.6911, Ωb = 0.0486, normalisation
σ8 = 0.8159, spectral index ns = 0.9667, and Hubble param-
eter h = 0.6774). It has been run with the moving-mesh code
AREPO (Springel 2010) and the IllustrisTNG galaxy formation
model (Weinberger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018a) from z = 127
to the current epoch, with data saved at 100 snapshots between
z ∼ 20 and z = 0.

The cubic volume in TNG50 was initialised with the same number
(21603) of dark matter particles and gas cells, with a fraction of the
latter eventually turning into stars and getting refined or derefined
across time. The average mass of each component is mDM = 4.5 ×
105 M� for dark matter particles and mbaryon = 8.5 × 104 M� for

1 We focus on data available for TNG50 and not for larger volumes as we
want the best resolution at short scales that can better reproduce the proper-
ties of observed galaxies than lower resolution runs.

gas cells and stellar particles. As regards of gravitational softening
lengths, DM and stellar particles use a softening scale of 288 pc,
kept constant from z = 0 to z = 1, whereas gas cells have a typical
size of 100 − 200 pc in the star-forming regions of galaxies and use
an adaptive gravitational softening length with a minimum at 74 pc
(Fig. 1 of Pillepich et al. 2019).

2.3 Identifying Fornax analogues and disc galaxies in TNG50

In TNG50, groups of galaxies and single galaxies are identified
by the friends-of-friends (FoF, Davis et al. 1985) and SUBFIND
(Springel et al. 2001) algorithms, respectively. The FoF algorithm
is run over the dark matter particles, and the baryonic content of
each FoF is assigned to the nearest bound dark matter particle. We
define a ‘host halo’ as all the particles (regardless of type) contained
within the virial radius R200c, described as the radius where the mean
density is equal to 200 times the critical density of a flat universe.
Naturally, the virial radius has assigned the virial mass M200c. In the
following, every time we refer to a group/halo property, it is limited
to the virial radius of the cluster unless differently specified.

In order to identify Fornax analogues in TNG50, we choose
FoF groups according to their virial mass and virial radius and ac-
counting for the observed properties of the Fornax cluster found by
Drinkwater et al. (2001). These use the method of Diaferio (1999)
to estimate the mass distribution of the cluster based on galaxy ve-
locities.

We select TNG50 Fornax analogues as those FoF haloes that sat-
isfy the following conditions:

• RFornax − 0.2 < R200c/Mpc< RFornax + 0.2 where RFornax = 0.7
Mpc and assuming a 30% error in virial radius;
• log(MFornax) − 0.5 < log(M200c) < log(MFornax) + 0.5, with

MFornax = 7 × 1013 M�.

These upper/lower limits assumption for virial radius and mass are
consistent with the sample of Fornax analogues in Ding et al. in prep
to offer a number of Fornax-like clusters that statistically provide a
sufficient number of haloes to compare with the properties of the
Fornax cluster. The allowed range in virial cluster mass is more gen-
erous than the range in virial radius as we want to obtain a represen-
tative number of haloes that are less massive than Virgo-like cluster
(M200c ∼ 1014−14.6 M� as adopted in J20) but sufficiently numerous
to achieve a good statistics.

By applying the previously mentioned criteria, a representation
of the 10 TNG50 Fornax-like clusters that we find in the TNG50
volume at z = 0 is plotted in Fig. 1 starting at Halo 2 on the top
left panel and finishing at Halo 13 on the bottom right panel. The
properties of the analogues are presented on Tab. 2 indicating the
number of satellites found at present time and the number of those
satellites that were discs at accretion, disc galaxies at present time,
and galaxies accreted as non-discs that eventually turn into discs. It
should be noted that the initial conditions of the TNG50 simulation
were chosen so that the resulting volume at z = 0 is consistent with
the average high-mass end of the dark-matter halo mass function
given the adopted cosmological model (see Pillepich et al. 2019, for
more details): the number of 10 Fornax-like clusters is hence what
would be expected in a typical volume of 50 comoving Mpc3.

For each FoF halo, subaloes are identified as the collection of ma-
terial that makes self gravitationally-bound objects. These objects
are embedded within FoF haloes in a hierarchical structure if they
fall within the volume enclosed within a FoF halo, but in the simula-
tion box there can also be individual subhaloes that are not members

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2022)



4 P. M. Galán-de Anta et al.

Figure 1. Stellar mass density of the 10 Fornax cluster analogues in TNG50
at z = 0 (more properties in Tab. 2). The haloes are arranged starting with
Halo 2 on upper left panel and Halo 13 on bottom right panel. The haloes are
shown in a random projection. The white larger circles show the virial radius
R200c of each halo and the smaller show half of the virial radius.

of any host, and are thus called central or field (sub)haloes. We iden-
tify a galaxy as any subhalo within the TNG50 box with non-zero
masses of both stars and dark matter at present time z = 0. The posi-
tion of a galaxy is given by its minimum potential particle or cell, ir-
respective of type and its velocity is given by the mass-weighted av-
erage velocity of all its constituents. For the FoF groups, the position
of the group itself is identified as the position of its central galaxy.
Every property referred to a galaxy is constrained within twice the
stellar half mass radius R?,1/2.

As done in J20, we adopt the same procedure to define a sam-
ple of cluster galaxies that belong to the Fornax analogues. Making
use of the SUBFIND algorithm, we identify all galaxies that belong
to each FoF Fornax-like cluster and that are found at z = 0 within
their virial radius. We exclude central galaxies as they follow rather
different evolutionary pathways (e.g. Mistani et al. 2016; Pillepich
et al. 2018b; Joshi et al. 2020). Throughout this paper, we consider
only galaxies with M? ≥ 3 × 108 M� at z = 0, namely with at least
roughly 3500 stellar particles each (Joshi et al. 2020). The most mas-
sive satellite galaxy in our TNG50 Fornax-like sample has a stellar
mass of 3.1 × 1011 M�.

As regards of the identification of disc galaxies in TNG50, we first
calculate the circularity of satellite galaxies (as defined in Marinacci
et al. 2014, and done in J20 Eq. 1) and then adopt the morphological
classification criterion defined in J20 and previously explained in
Genel et al. (2015). To calculate the circularity of satellites we first
align the galaxies with the galactic plane using the tensor of inertia of
the stars within 2R?,1/2 in same way as done in J20 and Pulsoni et al.
(2020). Then, we take the specific angular momentum of each stellar
particle perpendicular to the galactic plane of the galaxy to further
compare with the maximum angular momentum of the 50 particles
before and 50 particles after the particle in question arranging them
by their specific binding energy.

To define the ‘disciness’ of a galaxy we measure the fraction of
stellar particles with circularities ε > 0.7. This threshold has been
proven to be reliable to show up thin-discs in simulated galaxies
(Aumer et al. 2013). We adopt the definition of the disc-to-total mass
ratio (or circularity fraction)

D
T

=

∑
i Mi(ε > 0.7)∑

i Mi
, (1)

with Mi(ε > 0.7) the mass of a i-th stellar particle with circularity
above 0.7, and Mi the mass of the i-th stellar particle regardless of its
circularity. This formula gives the fraction of the total stellar mass
that is contributed by high circularity stellar particles i.e. stellar par-
ticles in cold orbits. We call disc galaxies those with D/T > 0.4
galaxies and non-disc galaxies those with D/T < 0.4, as in J20.

Last, to measure how cluster environments affect the stellar struc-
ture of z = 0 satellites, we follow the simulated galaxies back in
time. For this, we use SubLink_gal (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015)
to track the baryonic content of a given galaxy’s merger tree. Given
the z = 0 satellites of the cluster sample defined above, we measure
their stellar morphologies also at the time of accretion or infall. We
adopt the definition of accretion time of J20 as the last snapshot be-
fore a satellite becomes part of its final FoF host. For this, we seek
for the time at which the two merger-tree branches of host halo and
satellite galaxy do not belong to the same central i.e. FoF halo. That
time is defined as the sought accretion time of the satellite.
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The survival of stellar discs in Fornax-like environments 5

3 SURVIVAL OF THIN-DISCS IN FORNAX ANALOGUES

As shown in J20, disc galaxies in Virgo-like clusters (M200c =

1014.0−14.6 M�) tend to lose their disc-like stellar morphology after
been accreted by their z = 0 cluster host, and more frequently than
in the field. J20 quantified the typical survival rate of disc galaxies to
be in the range 13 − 43% in the 2 Virgo-like clusters of TNG50 and
0 − 30% across the 14 TNG100 hosts (with an average of 5% disc
survival for TNG100 satellites with M? ≥ 5×109 M�). By compari-
son, for field galaxies in TNG50 the survival rate found by J20 is, on
average, about 70%. Here we quantify how these phenomena unfold
in lower mass but possibly more compact hosts than Virgo.

As in J20, we start by presenting in Fig. 2 how the morphological
variation of disciness since the time of accretion into Fornax-like
hosts (quantified through D/T) relates to changes over the same time
interval in stellar mass (within 2R?,1/2, left column), changes in the
stellar size (in terms of their stellar half-mass radius, middle column)
and to galaxy stellar mass at z = 0. This is shown for disc galaxies
that retained their disc structure since being accreted (filled circles)
and disc galaxies that since then lost their disc morphology (non-
filled triangles).

The number of TNG50 satellites in the considered sample is given
in Tab. 2, for each TNG50 Fornax-like cluster. Tab. 2 shows that
three satellite galaxies (in three different clusters) developed a stel-
lar disc after accretion: these are interesting cases that may deserve
a dedicated study. In the following two figures, for clarity, we omit
them from the plots but comment on them as appropriate. Moreover,
Tab. 2 shows that, already at accretion, a non-negligible fraction of
satellites were already non-discy: as noted in J20, this is most cer-
tainly due to pre-processing in lower-mass hosts prior to falling into
the z = 0 Fornax-like hosts.

Fig. 2 shows a picture for the evolution of discs that is rather sim-
ilar to what found by J20 (see their Figs. 6 and 8). As shown by
the top histograms, on average disc galaxies that retained their disc
experienced a modest increase in mass and little-to-no variation in
size. On the other hand, objects that lost their disc characteristics
since the time of accretion display a wider range of size variations
often shrinking in size, with little to no variations in mass. The three
galaxies that developed a stellar disc after accretion (not shown) in-
stead grew both in stellar mass and size.

In terms of present-day stellar mass, surviving disc galaxies tend
to be somewhat more massive than objects that lost their discs, al-
though these latter present a wide range of present-day mass values
that also captures well the stellar mass of the three edge-on Fornax
galaxies (see Tab. 1). Significant disc component are notable absent
below a present-day mass below M? ∼ 3 × 109 M�, in agreement
with the findings of J20 for more massive hosts. Looking at the mass
of disc galaxies at the time of accretion further indicates that objects
below this mass appears could not retain their discs. J20 also found
a clear correlation between the morphological variation of their disc
galaxies and the distance from the centre of the cluster at present
time and an anticorrelation with the number of pericentric passages.
In Fig. 3 we see that the discs in Fornax analogues follow the same
behaviour whereby only those objects that end up at relatively large
distances from the centre and went through only a few or no peri-
centric passages could retain their discs. The colorbar in Figs. 2 and
3 also shows the time since accretion to the cluster, and further indi-
cates that objects that entered clusters as discs and retain this struc-
ture were generally accreted more recently than objects whose discs
were destroyed. Indeed, while surviving discs have been accreted
less than 4 Gyr ago on average, non-surviving discs were mostly ac-
creted 6 Gyr ago. For completeness, we note that the three objects

that formed a disc after infall (not shown) are rather close to the cen-
tre of their cluster at z = 0 (less than 0.2 d/R200c) but have gone
through only a few pericentric passages (less than 4 times).

Concerning the fraction of galaxies that entered our TNG50
Fornax-like clusters as discs and that retained their disc morphology,
this varies from 43% (halo 13, Tab. 2) to all discs being disrupted
(halos 7 and 8), with a median survival rate across the whole sample
of ∼21%. This survival rate falls in between the one found for the
two Virgo-like clusters of TNG50 by J20 (13 and 43%, respectively).
On the one hand, in less massive hosts we can expect more low-
velocity galaxy encounters and more pericenter passages inducing
tidal shocking, which indeed is the mechanism identified by J20 for
turning cold into hotter orbits. In Fornax-like clusters, Fig. 3 (right
panel) indicates that indeed the number of pericentric passages is
still a key element in driving disc disruption. On the other hand, in
less massive hosts, satellites may be able to retain their gas reservoirs
against ram pressure stripping for longer times, hence retaining their
capability of keeping forming a stellar thin disc. Moreover, galaxy
harassment (Moore et al. 1996) may also play a significant role in
the survival of disc galaxies, in particular since higher velocity dis-
persion systems promote rapid fly-bys, leading to disc disruption
in low-mass galaxies. Consequently, in lower mass clusters galaxy
harassment could be less probable to occur then leading to a higher
chance for discs to survive. Given the limited high-mass cluster sam-
ple size in TNG50, we are not able to identify a host-mass trend, also
because, as shown by J20 (their Appendix A), the host-to-host varia-
tion is connected to the distribution of the satellites’ accretion times,
which can be substantially different for different hosts i.e. different
hosts’ assembly histories.

On the one hand, in less massive hosts we can expect more low-
velocity galaxy encounters and more effective tidal shocking at peri-
center passage, which indeed is the mechanism identified by J20 for
turning cold into hotter orbits, albeit for Virgo-like clusters

In terms of actual numbers of present-day discs in the Fornax-
analogues, Tab. 2 shows that only a handful of disc satellites can be
found in any given cluster, at most 4. Whether these numbers are
consistent with the presence in the actual Fornax cluster of the three
well-studied disc galaxies FCC 153, FCC 170 and FCC 177 (e.g.,
Pinna et al. 2019a,b), it needs to be determined. In fact, we need
to keep in mind that the observed galaxies are nearly perfectly edge-
on objects. This suggests that there could be several more Fornax
galaxies with substantial embedded stellar discs (as revealed through
careful dynamical modelling, see e.g., the case of FCC 167 shown in
Sarzi et al. (2018) and also in Ding et al. in prep). Next, we hence
assess the probability of finding disc galaxies in and around Fornax-
like clusters in TNG50 when looking at them from random lines of
sight.

4 GALAXIES ALIGNMENT

To check if the number of present-day disc galaxies in the TNG50
Fornax analogues is consistent with the number of edge-on galaxies
observed in the real Fornax cluster, we need to evaluate the number
and orientation of TNG50 disc galaxies that we would observe when
looking at those TNG50 Fornax analogues from different directions.

We proceed in two complementary ways. Firstly, we measure
probabilities from TNG50 only considering member cluster galax-
ies within a certain cylinder along the line of sight as done in Fornax
observations and as described below. Secondly, we relax the assump-
tion that the three edge-on disc galaxies of Tab. 1 are indeed Fornax
members (see 5th column of Tab. 1 and discussion below) and re-
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Figure 2. Changes in stellar morphology vs changes in stellar mass (left column), vs variations in stellar half-mass radius (middle column), and vs total stellar
mass at present time (right panel) for cluster galaxies in TNG50 Fornax analogues. These are selected at z = 0 to be FoF members within the virial radius of
their host and to have M? ≥ 3 × 108 M� (see Section 2.3 and Tab. 2). Changes are evaluated between the time of accretion and z = 0. Filled circles represent
all galaxies that remain discy since accretion and non-filled triangles show all galaxies that have been accreted as discs and have lost their discy shape after
accretion. The stellar mass comparison of first panel is considered within twice stellar half mass radius whereas the stellar mass in right panel is the total mass
of all stellar particles. The color of the markers show the time since the satellite has been accreted by its final Fornax host analogue. Histograms on top show
the binned mass variation, binned stellar size variation and total stellar mass distribution for discs at z = 0 (filled bins) and non-discs at z = 0 (non-filled bins).
We do not include in this plot three TNG50 satellites that turn into discs after accretion.

Table 2. Properties of TNG50 Fornax-like clusters and of their satellite galaxies at z = 0.

Halo ID R200c [kpc] M200c [1013 M�] # of satellites # discs at infall # discs at z = 0 # discs formed after infall
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
2 846.2 6.46 49 15 2 0
3 692.4 3.54 32 10 2 1
4 671.2 3.23 29 6 2 0
6 688.7 3.48 31 11 1 0
7 680.3 3.36 17 4 0 0
8 637.6 2.77 20 5 0 0
9 675.7 3.29 26 10 3 1

10 609.7 2.42 12 4 1 0
11 661.7 3.09 23 5 2 0
13 611.1 2.43 21 7 3 1

Notes. (1) Halo i.e. FoF ID; (2) virial radius; (3) virial mass; (4) number of satellites, i.e. of galaxies within the virial radius R200c and with M? ≥ 3 × 108 M�
at z = 0, excluding the centrals; (5) number of galaxies (among the ones in column 4) that had stellar disc morphology at the time of accretion; (6) number of
galaxies (among the ones in column 4) that have survived as discs since accretion; (7) number of galaxies (among the ones in column 4) that are discy at z = 0

but were not discy at the time of accretion.
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Figure 3. Morphological changes of galaxies in TNG50 Fornax analogues
vs cluster-centric distance (left panel) and vs number of past pericentric pas-
sages (right panel), selected as in Fig. 2 and Tab. 2. Galaxies that remain
discy since accretion are plotted with circles, whereas galaxies that entered
the cluster being discy and lost their disciness are shown with non-filled tri-
angles. Time since each galaxy was accreted by their final host halo is rep-
resented by the colorbar. Dashed lines show the linear correlations for both
distributions. We have not included the three galaxies that formed discs after
accretion in this figure.

evaluate probabilities including galaxy interlopers from TNG50: in
this context, an interloping galaxy would be any galaxy that does not
satisfy the Fornax-like membership criteria but falls within the LoS
as a foreground/background galaxy.

We start this exercise by drawing 100 random LoS from which
we can observe the entire TNG50 simulation as well as each of the
TNG50 Fornax analogues listed in Tab. 2. It should be noticed that,
from now on, we drop the satellite selection of e.g. Tab. 2 and con-
sider all galaxies in the TNG50 simulation box above our mass limit
and irrespective of whether they are part of any FoF halo. For each
LoS, we apply a corresponding set of rotations to the original po-
sitions and peculiar velocities of every galaxy in the TNG50 simu-
lation so that the LoS corresponds to the new x-axis. The view of
a galaxy through a random LoS is illustrated in Fig. 4 where we
plot two different random projections of Halo ID 3: one galaxy ap-
pears edge-on for one of the random LoS whereas it looks like a non
edge-on and possibly a non-discy galaxy in the other LoS. We then
consider each Fornax cluster analogue at a time, shifting the posi-
tion of all galaxies in the simulation so that the central galaxies of
the TNG50 cluster is at the distance of the actual Fornax cluster. We
take 19.8 Mpc as the distance towards the Fornax cluster obtained
from last estimations of Spriggs et al. (2021) using the planetary
nebulae luminosity function.

To select Fornax3D-like member galaxies, we apply the same se-
lection function for projected and LoS distances from the cluster
centre that we would find in Fornax galaxies. We compute SDSS r-
band apparent magnitudes at the new LoS distance of each TNG50
galaxy, as well as its peculiar velocities as done in the Fornax3D
survey (Sarzi et al. 2018; Iodice et al. 2019). In this new reference
frame and with such LoS velocities and apparent magnitudes, we

firstly apply a magnitude limit as in the observations, i.e. a magni-
tude cut at a total r-band magnitude of 15, as done for the Fornax3D
sample. We hence proceed to select only TNG50 galaxies within an
aperture of 0.9 Mpc radius2 in the project yz-plane and centred at
the position of the central galaxy of each Fornax analogue. Finally,
we also exclude objects with excessively high or low LoS velocities
compared to that of the cluster, with differences in excess of twice
the velocity dispersion of the Fornax cluster analogue under consid-
eration. These criteria impose an average distance along LoS of ∼ 3
Mpc in front and behind the central galaxy of each cluster, which is
consistent with distance uncertainties as measured for Fornax galax-
ies (Blakeslee et al. 2009; Blakeslee et al. 2010; Spriggs et al. 2021).

Once we have selected objects around our TNG50 Fornax ana-
logues, we focus only on those presenting stellar disc morphology
(based on their D/T values) and derive their inclination with respect
to the LoS. For this we calculate the tensor of inertia of disc galaxies
along the LoS (see Section 2.3). Using the principal axes of the ten-
sor of inertia, we can inverse the rotation to recover the random LoS
of the galaxy. In particular, rotating from random axes to the princi-
pal axes of the inertia tensor corresponds to a transformation defined
by three angles around three axes Rz(φ)Ry(θ)Rx(ψ) (here Ri(α) defin-
ing the rotation matrix of angle α around i-th axis). We note that
as our LoS for convenience is defined along the x-axis, the second
rotation of angle θ around the new y-axis is the one which aligns
the galactic plane of a disc galaxy with our LoS. We define edge-on
disc galaxies those with an inclination angle greater than 80 degrees
(corresponding to | θ | ≤ 10 degrees).

Fig. 5 summarises the result of this exercise, showing for each
of our TNG50 Fornax-analogues how often we find a given num-
ber (including none) of disc objects that appear edge-on. Fig. 5 also
breaks down such a frequency of disc edge-on galaxies depending
on whether these are truly cluster members (red histograms) or ir-
respective of this requirement and thus including also interlopers
(blue histograms). As expected from the low number of disc satel-
lites found in any given Fornax-analogue (at most 4, Tab. 2), it is
rare that these objects present sufficiently similar orientations as to
then appear simultaneously edge-on. Considering cluster members
only, Fig. 5 indeed shows that only in one TNG50 Fornax-analogue
(Halo 9) we can find three edge-on disc galaxies as observed in the
real Fornax cluster, and only for one of our 100 LoS. Put it in an an-
other way, in the volume covered by the TNG50 simulation there is
only a 0.1% probability to find three edge-on disc galaxies truly be-
longing to any one Fornax-like cluster3, as shown in Fig. 6. Includ-
ing interlopers considerably increases the number of disc galaxies
appearing to be members of Fornax-like clusters and thus also the
chances of several of them appearing discy and edge-on. Indeed, in
this case there is a ∼8% chance of finding at least 3 edge-on discs in
any given cluster, although we note that one single Fornax-analogue
(Halo 3) contributes largely to this result.

Looking back at the real Fornax cluster, distance measurements
alone cannot confirm whether all the three edge-on galaxies of Tab. 1
actually reside within the virial radius. Surface-brightess fluctua-

2 We take an aperture of 0.7 + 0.2 Mpc which corresponds to the virial ra-
dius of Fornax cluster as obtained by Drinkwater et al. (2001) plus a 30%
uncertainty in the virial radius. This aperture is consistent with R200c of our
10 Fornax analogues as shown in Tab. 2.
3 These probabilities rely on a small number of 10 hosts, that may not neces-
sarily accurately capture the characteristic of the real Fornax cluster. In this
work, we do observe each simulated cluster from 100 different LoS: how-
ever, the cluster content does not vary and may have an under-abundance of
disc galaxies by construction.
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Figure 4. Two different random projections of Halo ID 3 from TNG50 at z = 0 along with a zoom-in view of galaxy with Subhalo ID 117264 as it looks in
these two random projections. The black circle on top panels show the virial radius R200c of the halo. This example illustrates how the same galaxy can be
seen edge-on in the random LoS on the left whereas it looks in a non edge-on view on the right LoS. For the two random projections, we show the stellar
particles of Subhalo ID 117264 within 2R?,1/2. We do not include any interloper in this two random LoS but just the members of the FoF halo according to the
Fornax3D-like selection described in Section 4.

tions measurements (Blakeslee et al. 2009; Blakeslee et al. 2010)
suggests FCC 170 could reside just behind the clusters, whereas es-
timates based on the planetary nebulae luminosity function (Spriggs
et al. 2021) or on the combination of various measurements (i.e.
from the Cosmicflow-3 catalogue of Tully et al. 2016) allow for all
three objects to be in it. On the other hand, both the projected po-
sition of the three edge-on galaxies in the Fornax cluster as well
as their place in phase-space suggests that at least two of them,
FCC 170 and FCC 177, have long since fallen into the cluster and be-
long to the prominent north-south clump of galaxies near the cluster
centre and which aligns with the cosmic filament connecting to the
Fornax-Eridanus large-scale structure (Iodice et al. 2019; Nasonova
et al. 2011).

Distances aside, the detailed orbit-superposition dynamical mod-
elling for the Fornax edge-on galaxies (Poci et al. 2021, Ding et al. in

prep) shows that FCC 170 actually sports a relatively smaller stellar
disc in mass compared to FCC 153 and FCC 177. Indeed, whereas
the discs of FCC 153 and FCC 177 still contribute on average around
40% of the stellar mass within 2Re, in FCC 170 only about 15% of
the stellar mass within the same radius is found in dynamically-cold
orbits.

Repeating the previous calculations for finding edge-on disc
galaxies but now with lower-mass discs contributing 20% of the total
stellar mass, we can factor in these considerations and compute the
overall probability of finding across all Fornax-cluster analogues in
TNG50 an edge-on galaxy like FCC 170 alongside two others with
more massive discs like FCC 153 and FCC 177. This turns out to be
5% if all three objects are truly members of the clusters, as per def-
inition adopted in Fornax3D or 24% if allowing for one interloping
edge-on galaxy with D/T ≥ 0.4.
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Figure 5. Probability distribution for the number of TNG50 disc galaxies brighter than 15 r-band magnitudes that would appear edge-on (i.e. with an inclination
≥ 80 degrees) around each of our 10 Fornax analogues, when looking at them from 100 random line of sights. We consider either cluster members only (red
histograms, see Fornax3D-like selection described in Section 4) or both galaxy members and interlopers (blue histograms).

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but combining all 10 Fornax-like haloes in TNG50.
In this case, the probabilities have been estimated by counting the number of
edge-on disc galaxies per LoS for each halo.

Overall, these numbers suggest that the Fornax cluster may have a
rather special structure or a rather specific assembly history that are
not commonly represented by the 10 Fornax-like clusters we have
identified in TNG50 and that would be more frequently captured by
cosmological simulations with a larger volume than TNG50. There

is evidence that galaxy spin correlates with the large scale structure,
hence, the alignment of galaxies in clusters is highly dependent on
their accretion history (Wang et al. 2018). If the three edge-on galax-
ies in Fornax were accreted from the same filament, their orientation
in the cluster will not be, in any case, random. Consequently there
might be a possibility for them to be edge-on that would only be
observable in a larger cosmological volume.

Finally, a possible alternative interpretation of the numbers put
forward by the analysis above is that there simply may be a dearth of
galaxies with significant stellar disc components in Fornax-like clus-
ters in the TNG50 simulation. This could be due to numerical effects
related to the numerical resolution choices of the simulation or to a
non fully-realistic rendering within the IllustrisTNG model of how
high-density environments affect galaxy evolution and stellar galaxy
morphology, or a combination thereof. In relation to the former, a
possible reason for a lack of stellar discs among cluster satellites
in TNG50 could be numerical heating (Ludlow et al. 2019, 2021).
Caused by the presence of particles of different mass in the simula-
tions, this numerical effect has been shown with gravity-only simula-
tions to be a consequence of the equipartition theorem, which causes
more massive particles to partially transfer their orbital energy to
the lighter ones: for example, energy may be transferred from dark-
matter particles to stellar particles, which in turn could result in the
consecutively expansion or heating of thin, dynamically-cold stellar
disc structures. Whether this applies to the IllustrisTNG AREPO-
based simulations in general and to TNG50 satellites in particular
remains to be demonstrated, as it remains unclear how the arguments
above apply to the case of hydrodynamical simulations i.e. to galax-
ies that, a priori, include also gas. In fact, TNG50 galaxies through-
out the simulation volume (i.e. irrespective of their central vs. satel-
lite status) have been shown to exhibit also very thin stellar discs, e.g.
with . 200 − 300 pc stellar disc heights, and to have stellar struc-
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tures qualitatively consistent with SDSS-based observational results
(Pillepich et al. 2019). Moreover, the TNG50 cluster satellites have
been shown to exhibit quenched fractions that are in the ball park of
observations (Donnari et al. 2021), possibly lower than observed in
the considered mass ranges by 10-20 percentage points: this could
imply a somewhat larger gas mass content in TNG50 satellites than
in reality, which in turn would work against the numerical heating
scenario described above. Still, if numerical heating was responsible
for artificially “puffing-up” what would otherwise be thin-disc com-
ponents or if issues with galaxy evolution were in place in TNG50
cluster galaxies, we might also find systematic differences between
the stellar population properties of such discs in TNG50 galaxies
and those of real disc galaxies. This is what we set out to check in
the next section.

5 STELLAR POPULATIONS OF DISC GALAXIES

We compare the stellar-population properties of TNG50 disc galax-
ies to those of the three Fornax edge-on galaxies as reported by Pinna
et al. (2019a) and Pinna et al. (2019b). If simulated discs were sig-
nificantly affected by numerical heating (as speculated above), we
would expect to find a systematic contamination in the simulation’s
disc structures by more metal-poor and older bulge-like stellar pop-
ulations, or fail altogether to find very old thin discs, as more time
would have been available for numerical heating to disrupt them.

The first step to compare simulations to observations is to align all
TNG50 disc galaxies in the Fornax-analogues at an edge-on angle,
following the same procedure based on the diagonalisation of the
tensor of inertia that was explained in Sec. 4 to compute the incli-
nation of simulated disc galaxies. Following this, we take a thin slit-
like aperture along the galactic plane with a height equal to R?,1/2/10
to each side of the plane and a width of 2R?,1/2 and compute over-
all mass-weighted stellar age and metallicity values along the line
of sight from the simulation particle values. We proceed in the same
way to obtain similar integrated values for the three Fornax edge-
on discs using the mass-weighted stellar age and metallicity maps
from full spectral fitting published in Pinna et al. (2019a) and Pinna
et al. (2019b). Note that we disregard here whether simulated galax-
ies would actually be observed edge-on in this instance, as we aim
at assessing as broadly as possible the possible impact of numerical
heating.

The left panel of Fig. 7 shows how the integrated stellar age and
metallicity values near the equatorial plane of all disc galaxies in
the TNG50 Fornax analogues compare to the corresponding values
for the Fornax cluster edge-on galaxies, with error bars correspond-
ing to the standard deviation of the mass-weighted stellar age and
mass-weighted metallicity along the equatorial-plane aperture. This
includes both disc galaxies as defined in Sec. 2.3 according to J20
with D/T > 0.4 and objects with smaller disc components down
to D/T = 0.2. Rather than accounting for the role of interlopers
through random projections, the right panel of Fig. 7 more simply
shows the same comparison for a control sample of TNG50 disc
galaxies, matched in stellar mass to the disc galaxies in the Fornax
analogues. The selection of control galaxies is made by adopting the
procedure in J20 considering all galaxies that are centrals at the time
of accretion of each cluster galaxy and remain centrals at z = 0. We
only consider galaxies in both samples (cluster and control) with to-
tal stellar mass of M? ≥ 5 × 109 M�, to be more consistent with
the stellar masses of FCC 153, FCC 170 and FCC 177 (see Table 1).
In the case of both cluster and control disc galaxies, whereas the
disc stellar population properties of the Fornax edge-on FCC 153

Figure 7. Mass-weighted stellar age vs metallicity near the equatorial plane
for galaxies with z = 0 values of D/T ≥ 0.2 and M? ≥ 5 × 109 M� within
TNG50 Fornax-like clusters (left panel color points) and for their field coun-
terpart matched in stellar mass (right panel color points), compared to corre-
sponding values of the three Fornax edge-on discs FCC 153, FCC 170, and
FCC 177 (triangles). Disc-over-total fraction for the three Fornax edge-on
galaxies come from Ding et al. in prep and are on average 40% for FCC 153
and FCC 170 and around 15% for FCC 170. Here, stellar population prop-
erties of observed galaxies come from full spectral fitting, whereas directly
from the simulation particle properties for TNG50 galaxies. Stellar discs as
old and metal rich as observed in FCC 170 cannot be found in the TNG50
simulation.

and FCC 177 fall within the distribution for the stellar age and metal-
licity of TNG50 discs, a thin disc that is simultaneously as old and
metal-rich as the one seen in the remaining Fornax edge-on FCC 170
cannot be found across the entire TNG50 volume. In fact, it is the
old stellar age, rather than the metallicity, of FCC 170’s disc that is
not reproduced by TNG50: this is the case for neither Fornax ana-
logues nor control galaxies with stellar masses similar to the Fornax
edge-on objects and even when considering D/T ratio as low as 20%.

It is unclear what the implications of Fig. 7 are and here we hence
offer considerations for future investigations. Firstly, the stellar ages
of average galaxies of IllustrisTNG, in general, and of TNG50, in
particular, have been shown to be consistent with SDSS observa-
tions throughout the available mass spectrum (Nelson et al. 2018,
and Boecker et al. in prep, respectively). Interestingly, Boecker et
al. in prep show that TNG50 reproduces also the wide spread of
the galaxy-to-galaxy stellar-age variation at fixed galaxy mass that
is inferred with SDSS data: however, this has not been checked for
disc-like galaxies only and by focusing only on the equatorial planes
of the latter. A dedicated study targeting the comparison between
TNG50 to a larger observed galaxy sample may shed light. Alter-
natively, FCC 170 could simply be a rather special system, which
could in fact be realised in cosmological simulations with a larger
volume than TNG50 (e.g. TNG100); or its characterisation may be
particularly affected by the metallicity-age degeneracy that still hin-
ders also full spectral fitting (Boecker et al. in prep). Finally, ulti-
mate test beds on state-of-the-art cosmological simulations can be
found in specific classes of relatively unfrequent objects. In this re-
spect, the relatively unusual population of passively-evolving spiral
galaxies first noticed by van den Bergh (1976) in the Virgo cluster
may further help in understanding if simulations indeed lack in mas-
sive, old and metal-rich discs among cluster satellites. Such passive
spirals have indeed large discs (with value for the disc over bulge
ratio of 0.82 corresponding to D/T∼ 0.5, Mahajan et al. 2020) and
stellar population as old and metal-rich as those found in lenticu-
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lar galaxies (Pak et al. 2021) that could place tight constraints on
the predictions from cosmological simulations. The TNG100 simu-
lation has been tested against observed red spirals, with Rodriguez-
Gomez et al. (2019) finding, if anything, a somewhat higher fraction
of red discs in TNG100 in comparison to Pan-STARRS data. A sim-
ilar analysis targeting cluster galaxies and focusing on the TNG50
and other simulations is warranted.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the frequency and survival probability of stellar
discs in galaxies in and around 10 Fornax-cluster analogues from
the TNG50 cosmological magnetohydrodynamiccal simulation. We
have defined disc galaxies as objects containing dynamically-
identified stellar discs contributing over 40% of the total stellar mass
(within 2Re) and compared the survival rates of such discs to the
ones found in more massive clusters in the IllustrisTNG simulations.
We have also investigated the orientation of present-day disc galax-
ies around TNG50 Fornax-like clusters and explored the likelihood
of finding three of such systems (FCC 153, FCC 170 and FCC 177,
see Tab. 1) appearing edge-on as observed in the real Fornax clus-
ter. Finally, we have compared the stellar-population properties of
simulated disc galaxies near their equatorial plane when observed
edge-on to those derived for those same three real objects based on
MUSE integral-field observations.

In this way we have shown that:

(i) The chances of stellar disc structures being preserved follow-
ing the entrance in their z = 0 Fornax-like hosts is on average ∼ 21%
(for galaxies with M? ≥ 3 × 108 M�), but with a large cluster-to-
cluster variation (0 − 43 % across the 10 TNG50 systems). This is
consistent to the survival rate of stellar disc structures found in more
massive Virgo-like TNG50 clusters (Joshi et al. 2020). As in more
massive hosts, more massive satellites at present, satellites that have
spent shorter time in the cluster environment and those that have
undergone fewer pericentric passages are more resilient to morpho-
logical changes.

(ii) Fornax-like clusters in TNG50 host at most 4 galaxies with
disc-like morphologies within their virial radius at z = 0. The small
number of present-day disc galaxies in Fornax-cluster analogues
makes it somewhat unlikely for several of them to be simultaneously
observed edge-on, with a 5% probability for finding three edge-on
cluster members in a Fornax3D-like observation while also allowing
for one of them to have only a 20% disc mass fraction as observed
in one of three Fornax edge-on galaxies.

(iii) The stellar populations of simulated TNG50 disc galaxies
allow for the kind of the intermediate/young and metal-rich pop-
ulations observed near the equatorial plane of the Fornax edge-on
disc galaxies FCC 153 and FCC 177. However, there are no TNG50
galaxies with discs as old and metal-rich as in the remaining For-
nax edge-on FCC 170, regardless of whether we look in Fornax-
analogue environments or in a control sample of similarly-massive
central/field galaxies.

Based on the results of this analysis, we speculate that the For-
nax cluster may have a rather special structure or a rather specific
assembly history, which would be best or more frequently captured
by cosmological simulations with a larger volume than TNG50. Al-
ternatively or concurrently, it remains open the possibility that the
thin edge-on discs found in observations may in fact be interlop-
ers just in front or behind the Fornax cluster. Finally, the relative
infrequency of disc galaxies in TNG50-Fornax analogues and the

absence of very old thin discs might suggest that numerical heating
may still play a part in artificially perturbing such dynamically-cold
structures even in the latest of cosmological simulations; our tests,
however, are unable to confirm that hypothesis. Future studies cen-
tred on larger samples of passive spirals in massive clusters may
provide strong test beds for current cosmological simulations.
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